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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Poems of all sorts begun over forty years
ago in another century, in another country but on the same continent. Poems, word associations
that are supposed to associate the physical and mental with the act of living in a world that is in a
solar system that is part of a universe that we can never imagine. Poems, what types? Love poems
with creamy insides, poems of longing with caramel outsiders; poems of regret basted in citric acid;
poems of guilt punctured by rusted, metal daggers, poems of all sorts, yes. Here is just onme of
them: Wind In Life, Pushing, Shoving Breaking Bread In the air, atmosphere Banging against the
skin, my skin Wind, piercing, ripping, taming Smashing you. Smashing You. Smashing humanity
that is you. Wind, in my name The Lord s name The one lord or the many lords Banging away
Ripping away Tearing away everything but the soul of the original one. In the air Atmosphere -
SASSOON AS AN OBSERVER OF THE UNIVERSE.
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is not difficult in go through better to comprehend. I could comprehended everything using this created e publication. Its been designed in
an exceptionally easy way in fact it is merely soon a er i finished reading through this ebook by which basically transformed me, modify the way i really
believe.
-- Taylor Gleason-- Taylor Gleason

This publication is definitely not e ortless to get going on reading but very fun to learn. It really is writter in simple terms rather than di icult to
understand. Its been printed in an extremely simple way and it is merely right a er i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, alter
the way in my opinion.
-- Scotty Paucek-- Scotty Paucek
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